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**EAGLE MOUNTS**

**UNIVERSAL MOUNTS- ANY CAR MAKE, MODEL, YEAR**

**WINDOW ANTENNA**
- Single Front Adhesive KA (Part Number: 200-1271-00) 
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- Single Window Adhesive K (Part Number: 200-1271-01) 
  - Page 4
- K/KA Single Side External (Part Number: 200-1306-00) 
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- K/KA Dual Side External (Part Number: 200-1306-01) 
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- Suction Cup Any Window K/KA (Part Number: 200-1309-00) 
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- Visor Mount K/KA (Part Number: 200-0726-00) 
  - Page 8

**DECK MOUNTING ANTENNA**
- Rear Deck K/KA (Part Number: 200-1062-00) 
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- Rear Child Restraint K/KA (Part Number: 200-1874-00) 
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**DASH MOUNT ANTENNA**
- Dash Suction Mount 7” K/KA (Part Number: 200-0740-00) 
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**FORD MODELS SUPPORTED- INTERCEPTOR, CROWN VICTORIA, F-150/EXPEDITION**

**INTERCEPTOR (2012-Present, S= Sedan, U= Utility)**
- Display Combo Ant & Dash Mount, S/U (Part Number: 050-1862-00) 
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- Antenna Mounting Options, S/U (SEE UNIVERSAL)

**CROWN VICTORIA (2003-2012)/F-150 or EXPEDITION (Years 2008-Present)**
- Combo Mount (Part Number: 050-0648-00) 
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- Display Dash Mount Kit (Part Number: 050-0648-01) 
  - Page 14

- Antenna Mounting Options (SEE UNIVERSAL)

**DODGE MODELS SUPPORTED- CHARGER, DURANGO, RAM 1500 SERIES**

**CHARGER (2006-Present)/DURANGO (2012-Present)/RAM 1500 (2012-Present)**
- Combo Mount Kit on Dash (Part Number: 050-0839-01) 
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- Stand Alone Dash Display Mount (Part Number: 050-0839-03) 
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**MOTORCYCLES SUPPORTED- BMW (2011-2013) ALL OTHERS REFER TO RAPTOR**
- Dash Mount for Eagle Display (Part Number: 015-1665-00) 
  - Page 15
- Antenna Options (SEE RAPTOR)
Single Front Adhesive KA

Vehicles: Universal Car
Model Years: Universal
Location: Window
Products: KA Band Antennas

ORDER PART NUMBER 200-1271-00
Single Window Adhesive K

Vehicles: Universal Car
Model Years: Universal
Location: Window
Products: K Band Antenna

ORDER PART NUMBER 200-1271-01
K/KA Single Side External

Vehicles: Universal Car
Model Years: Universal
Location: Window
Products: K/KA Antennas

ORDER PART NUMBER 200-1306-00
K/KA Dual Side External

Vehicles: Universal Car
Model Years: Universal
Location: Window
Products: K/KA Antennas

ORDER PART NUMBER 200-1306-01
Suction Cup Any Window K/KA

Vehicles: Universal Car
Model Years: Universal
Location: Window
Products: K/KA Antennas

ORDER PART NUMBER 200-1309-00
Visor Mount K/KA

Vehicles: Universal Car
Model Years: Universal
Location: Window
Products: K/KA Antennas

ORDER PART NUMBER 200-0726-00
Rear Deck K/KA

Vehicles: Universal Car
Model Years: Universal
Location: Deck
Products: K/KA Antennas

ORDER PART NUMBER 200-1062-00
Rear Child Restraint K/KA

Vehicles: Universal Car
Model Years: Universal
Location: Deck
Products: K/KA Antennas

ORDER PART NUMBER 200-1874-00
Dash Suction Mount 7” K/KA

Vehicles: Universal Car
Model Years: Universal
Location: Dash
Products: K/KA Antennas

ORDER PART NUMBER 200-0740-00
Display Combo Antenna & Dash Mount

Vehicles: Universal
Model Years: 2012-Present
Location: Dash, Center Tray
Products: Eagle

ORDER PART NUMBER 050-1862-00
Combo Mount

           Ford F-150/Expedition, 2008-Present
Location: Dash
Products: Eagle

ORDER PART NUMBER 050-0648-00
Display Dash Mount Kit

          Ford F-150/Expedition, 2008-Present

Location: Dash

Products: Eagle

ORDER PART NUMBER 050-0648-01
Dash Mount for Eagle Display

Vehicles: BMW, 2011-2013
Location: Dash
Products: Eagle

ORDER PART NUMBER 015-1665-00